I am going around at night with my wife and reach two swimming pools. They have a red neon light all around them and I seat down in front of one to take a video. The light conditions are really good but I am trying to record only four seconds and the camera jumps to nine seconds.
I am at my parents-in-law celebrating with many other guests. One of them tells me not to play the piano and lets his son who spills soda on it. I then tell him to immediately clean up but he doesn't. I go out to fetch water myself but as I go back I meet him in the dark and I beat him up.
I am at a conference and see that I will have to present three papers I wrote with two other female colleagues. One of them is seating in front of me and I ask her if she can present the last one. She first tells me that she can't but then suddenly tells me that it is okay for her to do it.
My wife needs a plier and some Italian friends take us to their studio. We first stop in a wardrobe but there are no tolls we need there and then reach them in the actual studio. There is a mattress in front of the door and I crawl on it but then the guy tells me that they have been peeing on it.
I am climbing up a cliff where Jewish people once had a small Greek like temple. My son is already on top of another cliff and I run towards him. He runs towards me and I realize that he has just crossed a top security gate. It is very tight and I really wonder how he made it across.
I am seating on a train waiting for it to depart. It takes a long time but finally it starts going through a beautiful valley with mountains. As we get out it goes through a village where a woman has installed an old railway. I then pull my hand out and pick some candies with the Norwegian flag.
I am in a Chinese restaurant with my Japanese gallerist. We got a room all for us and get in friendly terms. As we leave I find a gold medal with the Gemini symbol and give it to him. I am going out but we actually need to pay. I already paid the first time and let him to pay this time.
I am in a bar with a friend looking at the bar tender with an hunchback. He only has his t-shirt over his head and he is actually normal. A black guy comes in and starts playing music. We start dancing and I manage to spin with my back on the floor but my friend is on the way and I get hurt.
We are in a restaurant by the ocean and my son orders some sea food to eat. We actually get four giant octopus in separate crates. I take the smallest one and inspect where to cut it. It is actually too slimy and the tentacles resemble actual snakes.
I am with my step grandmother seating on a table of an outdoor café. There are some other old ladies seating in another table. She watches them embarrassed when suddenly one of them breaks out. They wrote each others and my step grandmother has invited her to her place and vice versa.
I am walking in a European park and see a group of Chinese people. I then think how they would all do performances in a Chinese park but are just doing nothing there. As I pass them I realize that one of them has a knife in his hand. It is only a table knife and he wishes to give it to me.
I am with two Mexican friends and tell them about my grandfather who was born in Brazil. I then open the fridge and write on the frozen glass his full name in Portuguese. They are next to me but I can't actually spell his second name and just write it as a French word from the revolution.
I am inside a condominium and make some measurements with my jogging watch. I then try to determine the height of an apartment by going to the next apartment. It is too high up and the watch doesn't work anymore. I then decide to go to the apartment below but it gives me many values.
I am going in my parents' small place and hear my stepfather talking on the phone with his director. One of his competitors has committed suicide and he can't believe it. As he hangs up he explains that the man had some kids helping him for a surgery and they misused his tools.
A friend tells me of all the kids who die at school. I then tell him of an incident I just read about. The kids were told to immerse in a pool going one after the other along a pole with a net around it. As it was time to come up one of them got stuck and everyone under him drawn.
We are by a lake when my wife asks me for a coin to buy our son an ice-cream. I don't have it but we anyway keep on walking alone and pass a small mountain. We agree that it would be nice to buy a place there but there is no sun. As we turn around it we eat from a bush of blackberries.
I am walking with some friends and sing opera till we come to a road with transvestites. They also give me some female clothes and I put them on. I then go around grabbing them and seat to watch a movie. I put my hand on the leg of the transvestite next to me but then regret it.
We are escaping in the forest but the army is behind us. Some of us get down to confront their strongest man. He is really big and I try to hit him with a stone but it fall on my friend's foot. I throw another but it bounces back on my other friend's head. I retreat but the snow makes it hard.
I am in a classroom and the teacher tells us to write an essay based on a digital image. I zoom in and find that it is an Arab state at the border with North East Africa. I try to recall the exact name but it is actually divided in several states. I guess that it is Nigeria but my classmate doesn't agree.
I am walking to my university and meet some students who are taking the metro. One of them has a library book for our course but they leave. I then keep walking through a new part of the neighborhood but there is allot of scrap as it is always empty. There is even a football but I don't pick it.
I am riding a wagon by the beach when two clowns come the other way. They start shooting at us and my friends throw themselves down the beach while I keep it behind. As they keep on shooting at them I run to my cabin and pack my stuff. I then jump through the window and go to the city.
I am seating in a small wagon with the princess. She is pregnant but gets too close and invites me to her place. The queen is there but I am too dirty and she only touches me with a finger. We actually already met for an interview and she takes us downstairs but only sets the table for them.
I am out on a dirty street eating with some friends. I introduce a Russian to another Russian and he starts to rehearse a song he wrote using a Cyrillic font. I hear that he also applied to get me a scholarship to go to Finland and I thank him over some fake holly statues in a puddle.
I am with a class entering a city up North. We cross a wooden bridge and come in a giant church. I seat to take a video and move on to the next church. It is a conference room and a woman starts telling us when she was in love with my grandfather. My relatives leave and then everybody.
I am at a party when a famous curator who in charge of a famous exhibition comes in. He reveals that the year topic is going to be about authentic things. He then asks a girl if she knows the difference between that and authenticity. He then shows her by laying on the sofa with another girl.
I am sliding along the side of a mountain road to my grandmother's place. I have a ear stick and use it to trace a line with dirt. I actually come to a bridge and can no longer trace it. I then pull myself up the rock construction and film the river in front even if I already did it once.
I am in class waiting for my Polish supervisor. I have a cake for him and write down the ingredients in case he has any allergies. He actually comes and I tell him the spices I haven't written down. He thanks me and starts telling me about his new project that I am supposed to help him with.
I get a ride from my cousin back to my native village. My dead grandfather is also with us and I tell him of the hike I just did up to the mountain fort where we used to go together. It was a fantastic day but now it is raining. My friend tells us that there will be snow later in the week.
I go alone to a pub and seat on one side of the gangway. A girl seats next to me and a guy starts hugging her. She actually caresses my foot with her foot and tells of a friend who spent all his father's money in the States. I then ask her exactly where but then they move to a table that got free.
I am with my stepfather out at night and decide to go home. I then go to the parking lot and unlock his car. A guy has actually an umbrella open on the front and I tell him to move it away. He leaves but some of his friends found no place in his car and demand me to take them to their village.
I am watching TV with my family and find a documentary made by the prime minister's nephew. It shows how the world is a decomposing egg but I go forward. The next part shows two guys performing with the microphone in their mouths. There are homosexuals but also girls in the audience.
I am walking through a park with my new classmates. We are going to our first lecture about ceramic but I try not to socialize with any of them. I go ahead and come to the department's pavilion. It is very small and I start regretting to have joined that course.
My wife and I go down to a metro station. We wait for our train and a sign tells us that it is coming. It is actually a very short train and it stops at the end of the platform. There are too many people trying to get in but we also manage and find all the seats available inside.
I am at my parents-in-law's place looking out of the window and see a beautiful day with mountains in the background. I then tell my family to go out but my wife gives me some beans to saw. They are already cooked and I mix them with the earth while my father-in-law's aunt gets an old neon.
I am in my parents' old living room and turn on the TV to look for a position in a local university. As I zap around I find an old movie with a naked woman. My wife is also there and I try to change back to the previous channel but it is stuck and I don't manage.
I am with my son in Italy and get in our new condominium. I actually can't find the keys and go to top floor to ask my neighbour. He has a tall daughter who opens the door. She can't help me but her brother hears from behind and brings me the keys even though he is really bothered.
My son and I are in the Italian mountains but there is no snow. We then take a ski-lift to the Spanish mountains where there is allot of snow. My son wants to go with his bob down the ski slope. It is too steep but we go anyway and end up right at the end of the ski-lift.
I come back to our apartment with some guests and find a man repairing a lamp in the staircase. He is actually replacing all the cable instead of just changing the lamp. In the apartment my wife is still cleaning with our grown up son in a infant bed and I keep the guests out at the door.
I am at my sister's place having lunch with my brother-in-law for the first time. I propose him to do business together so that we can keep on living in the same city. He already has his business as a photographer but asks me if I have experience with the stock market. I don't but I am willing to.
I am in a supermarket looking at a technician resetting the computer of a cashier. He asks me what I want and I explain that I am just curious to see if it is connected with the other cashiers. He then tells me to write the password and I start doing it with a string but then switch to a color pen.
I am with my classmates in a garden and suggest one to seat below a tree and eat the leaves. They are getting yellow but I seat behind her and also ask for a branch. She then starts telling me of a weird fruit she just ate. It looked like a normal apple but inside it was like a pomegranate.
I take my kid to ski for the first time and go down backward to assist him. He is actually really good already and we start skiing together even though there is no snow. It is anyway fine to ski on the grass but my kid keeps it on a slope to the right and I cannot turn his direction.
I run down a hill where some Russians are having a picnic and end up in a narrow arch between two condominiums. My uncle is also inside jogging and I join him. It is really a nice place underground with many columns and fountains. He keeps silent but I understand that he is the architect.
I am going on a bus through a Canadian city when we reach a bridge over the highway. It is actually as bad as in the States and we keep stuck in the traffic. I could actually use a car in the future and see some mountains in the distance where I could bring my son for a hike.
I go to the dentist and talk with a lady at the reception. I explain her that part of my teeth is broken and she immediately tells me to use a medicine for the first days. It has been a long time since I broke it and I just want to get it fixed but she tells me that I only need that medicine.
I am walking with my best friend by a canal of an ancient city. We suddenly come to a crossing where the sidewalk finishes and we can't go on. There are actually two of my old girlfriend on a boat and I call them asking to give us a ride but they don't turn around and keep on going in the canal.
I am walking at night with a new friend and discuss about going to study together in Germany. We come to the station where we recently celebrated carnival. We were really crazy then and threw things up in the air but now it is time to depart and I don't even have the courage to check in.
I am in a small apartment that my family is sharing with other families. A mother turns on the big TV for her kids and also a strong light. I turn the main light on and go in the bathroom to shave. As I consider how painful it is to share the apartment they come in without knocking the door.
I am at a party with my relatives and tell my cousin about a girlfriend I had. She was her age and also lived in the country but I can't remember her last name. I am actually falling asleep and manage to see my other cousin. He also had a beautiful girlfriend but he is too ugly to find a new one.
I am in my parents-in-law's dining room with their neighbours. My little son tells them about the nationalist party and I try to quiet him. One of them is actually from that party and starts telling us about a movement he just joined in a southern city. I don't look at them but at their shadows.
I am walking out of a building where I am going to have a meeting with some important people. They are very well dressed but I am not and go out where I meet an old friend with my father. They were waiting for me in another building but now they come and my friend gives me Asian condoms.
I am half awake and hear my stepfather talking to my brother-in-law. They discuss about getting some food and I am actually really hungry. They decide to either go for some croissants or for cooked vegetables. I stand up pretending to have misheard and saying that we should then go for both.
It is evening when my wife and I reach the new home of our American friends. He opens for us and we realize that it is a very beautiful house. They used to live in a wooden barrack that was falling apart but now it is really solid. Even the pavement are stone made and she is sweeping them.
I am working with two friends on a project but realize that our supervisors are not coming. We then go looking for them and find their bags on a train. We get in that a cute Russian student has reserved a table for us. It is very tight and she seats right in front of me.
We reach an Italian city and I buy some lottery tickets. I get them for free and go in a train to scratch them but find that they are coins. The controller is afraid and closes himself in the bathroom to ask for our ticket. We have it and he gets so happy that he goes to fetch some free badges for us.
I am driving with my stepfather to our old village and he tells me that even my stepsister gets at least a dream when she wakes up. As we reach a crossing we find a beautiful blond girl begging for money. She also has a pierce and I understand that she will go to prostitute if no one will help her.
I am traveling with a young girl to her village in the countryside. We have been on a bus for many hours and reach an empty town. There is a little taxi for two persons and we get in with another couple. The girl and I hold hands but the driver is going too fast and we realize that he is crazy.
My mother and I stops in front of a laundry shop and go in. There is an Indian looking guy inside who gives me some curtains and also some wet pants. I take out a bag of coins to pay him but they are not enough. I then use the money my mother gave me but realize that they are toy money.
I am with some young people exploring a cave and find the identical sculptures of some Egyptian gods. They are surrounded with lights and we seat on them to take a picture. As we land our camera to a girl another girl comes with her camera. She is in love with me and comes really close.
I read a report from two students doing a project in a park with special ants. I have almost no money but take the metro there anyway and seat by a foreign girl. I actually don't have a ticket but she takes it out when the controller comes. He doesn't ask for mine and she starts talking Italian.
My mother and I get in an empty house on the way to the mountains. We look at the rooms inside and even find an extra room outside. We like it and she decides to buy it for me and my sisters. We already have a mountain house but I understand that she is trying to sell it.
I am walking with my parents-in-law out of a city when I meet an old student of mine. She is now a graphic designer and I want to tell her about my works but she walks too fast. We are actually running but I manage to catch up with her and we agree to meet up and share each other's work.
I get in line on a staircase crowded with people waiting for the train. Only a wagon comes but I am one of the firsts to get in and manage to have a seat all for me. It actually doesn't get more crowded and I tease the other passenger saying that we are going to a city in the opposite direction.
I am in a University and help out a European professor to make a photocopy of an American document on European paper. There is actually an American professor who didn't accept me in his program and I leave. As I get in the classroom I realize that I am actually selected to be interviewed.
I am in an empty basement and find the way upstairs where they are giving a free concert. There are allot of people and I keep it by my cousin and his girl. We tease a soldier full with medals jelling at the singer that he will also get a medal. The soldier doesn't turn but starts loading his gun.
I am in a bus with a group of Americans watching a tournament in a river outside. There are two remote controlled speed boats racing but two speed cars are in front of them. One of the cars actually crashes and I tease the Americans asking if anyone has swear. A man with a hat actually did.
I am in an ancient city when some Chinese kids starts performing on a small platform suspended over a canal. Their teachers are North Americans and they open up a patch with South American flags over the bridge. One of them starts telling the story of the founder of their martial art.
A famous artist came to North America on the roof a train covered with snow and I think how sad it is that immigrants are no longer allowed. There is actually a Southern American art critic next to me and I share my colour pens. I then check my phone but he tells me to get back drawing.
I am in an bedroom doing my homeworks and get out thinking that I won't be accepted to a program because of my employer. My mother is in the corridor and tells me to go back to my homeworks. I really want to but I have an appointment to fix my teeth and if I wait my insurance will expire.
It is night time and I am walking with a girl up a hill at the edge of a city. She asks me where I live and I explain to her that my house is behind a cement structure on top. I actually used to live in a house close to her and I explain that it is now a lawyer to live there with his family.
My little sister gives us a ride to an hotel up a hill and I tell her where to turn. She is not convinced but there is actually a totem like statue of animal heads to assure us that we are on the right road. As we approach the hotel I ask her to drop us off so that we can walk the last bit.
I am in a pub and see three old computers. Two girls are using the ones on the side and I go for the the middle one. There is actually an error message and I wait for the one on my right. As it gets free I type in my password but realize that the screen is projected and my professor is watching.
Some girls are seating out of a café when another girl comes. One of her friends is very shocked about her nose. She just got a plastic surgery but explains that it could have been worst as they tried to insert an extra bone in her nostrils. The girls doesn't mind even though they got really big.
I pile up allot of sketches and clippings to make a presentation for my wife. As I get to the conference room my uncle is on a table with allot of mandarins interrogating my son. He wants him to spell out a story but he cannot. I know he cans and get very angry hitting my fist on a mental fence.
I am going with some people to learn how to climb. As we are approaching a small mound I ask the instructor how to avoid to be afraid of heights. He then tells me to compress my shoulder muscles and sends me to climb the mound. He runs after me but I manage to reach the top before him.
I am in Greek palace on top of a peak while my Russian friend has been captured by the king. As I go out to check the situation his servant tries to lock me out. I manage to keep the door open and jell the name of a Jewish boy doing gymnastic with the king on the beach below.
I am at an artist's place and she tells me of a studio for rent. It is out of town but I can get it with extra space. I immediately call my Polish friend and try to convince him to rent it. It is really a good deal but he prefers to keep his studio in town even though it is smaller and more expensive.
I am seating at a bar with some right wing people. One of them orders a special cocktail and asks me if I also want it. I actually don't drink any alcohol and tell him they I don't want it. As he starts sipping it with a straw I realize that it is just a milk shake with mint and chocolate chips.
I am talking to my sister about a cruise we are going to take. There will be only the two of us and I wonder who will are the rest of the passengers. My sister then explains to me that a family friend is coming and she is taking all her relatives even those who have moved to different countries.
I am on a small ferry with the local owner who is looking for a place where to park it. We have to go to an island and my equipment gets socked. There are a wooden garages there but the keys he has are to a broken door. There is a wooden organ on the side and he starts playing it really well.
I am in a small restaurant having lunch with my parents and ask for the bill. It is not much but my mother cannot afford it all and I decide to pay the rest with my sisters. I actually have very few bucks and let them pay first. I then throw my cash with the rest on the table as it was allot.
I am studying in a library and go to the bathroom. The girl seating next to me also follows me and I show her how the water tank was installed in the wall leaving space for a window. As I go back to my desk I see that she has been writing allot of sayings on my notes and on each of my crayons.
I am looking at an animation from my best friend and another friend wants to see it. I explain her that it is actually a montage and his body is that of his girlfriend. As he gets undressed her body is all naked below. The next scene shows them when they were kissing but her face is really ugly.
I get some money from my mom and take my son to a small shop. There is a cheap toy on the window but the owner updates the price. As we get in a musician comes with his guitars. He also leaves some old toys and I realize that it is a music shop and they only sell used toys to make money.
My son and I are in a house when some girls come in and I realize that it is a brothel. They are very ugly but a blond one who is pretty decent. An ugly fat man takes her in a room and we see their shadows fucking. We even hear them and my son understands really well what they are doing.
I am alone in my brother-in-law's kitchen trying to prepare some food for his family. I take out all the vegetables that I find in the fridge but drop a jar with pepper. It gets all over the floor and I try to pick it up but my mother comes. She is really angry and doesn't want me to do anything more.
I am going with a couple to see a museum of an old city. As we are walking through it we find a drunk black man shouting at us. He suddenly takes a broken bottle out and I turn another way. I then ask a lady for the museum and she sends me under a nice portico where I seat to shoot a film.
I am with my wife and son and go up a sunny hill to check some identical houses. They are all very nice but only the last one is for sale and it is too much in the shadow. We go in through the bottom floor and I realize that just outside the window there is a sandy beach by the sea.
I am with some old American friends and reach a Chinese monument. I follow them up a marble fence even if it gets really high. We actually reach a European city and we start singing offensive songs before the police arrives. We then seat on a monument and I try to film but it is now too dark.
I come to a terminal and start running to my friends but feel that my legs are too weak. A kid notices that and suggests me to use bigger shoes. I actually manage to get out and catch up with them but my sister's friend is upset that I have photographed her even though I knew her from before.
I am in a crowded kitchen washing the dishes when I hear my old art professor coming in with his companion. He is asking for a definition and I actually know it but keep silent. I quickly look at him and find that he has dyed his white hair black and he actually looks like another art critic.
I am in my parents' mountain cottage when my little sister comes up from the basement. She is really irritated with me because I took her white toothbrush. She is actually wrong and I try to explain her that I brought from home. I then show her that my toothbrush is still inside my backpack.
I am in a parking lot seating inside my mother's expansive car and working on my wife's tablet. A black man smiles at me and his friends pull off the car battery. I run to ask for help and see them pulling the car away. I then steal a kid's bike and follow them to their hiding place by the sea.
I am driving up a bridge and draw the big mountains in front. It is actually too steep and I concentrate on the road but it starts to go down. There is actually the German frontier and I get stopped by the police. They want to check through my luggage but I answer in German and they let me go.
I am in class telling about my recent trip. My classmates are curious to hear if I have found any gold and I show them a big bracelet. They then ask me how I found it and I explain that it was all mixed up in the dirt but I could still see that there was something made of gold shining.
A coachman is driving through the city when it gets pushed by another coachman. He then goes up to him to revenge but he is run over. His lord goes to assist him but he is dead and the other coachman and his lord have dressed up like monks. He sees them over a manhole fishing black dogs.
I am walking with my family and get in a small shop selling precious stones. The owner is with a friend and they are very happy to see us but I realize that there are also children there and that the precious stones are actually candies. We then go out again and I can see their faces turning sad.
I am with my Polish friend out of an Italian city and go in a pub to see if there is a place where to seat. The first floor is busy and we go to the second floor where there is only a couple. The man gets caught by the waiter puring alcohol in a pomegranate. He doesn't even mix it and his face is red.
I just got an e-mail from my American professor saying that he wants me to help him with a film workshop in Italy. I am about to answer him when I see that he is actually working in the classroom. I then go up to him and tell him that I am available but he actually doesn't need me anymore.
My wife and I has just bought the neighbour's house in the countryside. He actually renovated before he sold it to us and I check the new timbers under the roof but they are too thin and fragile. As I climb down I realize that even the cement walls can break due to the wood inside.

